BLOCKS

Touch Block
Touch Block helps you adjust the expressive
behavior of your Seaboard Block and
Lightpad Block. Turn up or turn down the
responsiveness of the surface to the Strike,
Glide, Slide, Press, and Lift dimensions of
touch. Maximize the depth of expression
available through pressure, or minimize the
pitch-bend effect of sideways movements.

Seaboard Block

Seaboard Block is a 24 keywave / 2 octave playing surface for the BLOCKS
system. Features the same 5D Touch technology as the Seaboard RISE. 4 DNA
connectors for connecting to other BLOCKS, USB-C port for MIDI Out and power.
Full MIDI capability over USB and Bluetooth LE. 10 hour battery time, 4 hour
charge time. Requires iPhone 6, iPad air or newer, iOS 9.0 or above.
Seaboard Block

ROL0014

RRP: £233.29

Songmaker Kit
Touch Block

The Songmaker Kit from ROLI is more than
the sum of its parts. Snap together the
award-winning Seaboard Block, Lightpad
Block, and Loop Block to create a powerful,
integrated instrument that lets you make
music anywhere. Customised
hardware-software integrations help you
make the most of the touch-responsive
musical surfaces. Have fun building up —
and breaking down —each part of your song
with Songmaker Kit.
Songmaker Kit

ROL0020

RRP: £458.29

ROL0010

RRP: £74.96

ROL0011

RRP: £74.96

Part of the ROLI BLOCKS system, the Live
Block makes it easier to perform music in real
time with BLOCKS. Its controls let you switch
scales and octaves, play chords and
arpeggios, sustain notes, and cycle through
sounds. The Block creates shortcuts to
functions that make your musical
performances more expressive, so you can
spend more time improvising and less time
navigating software menus.
Live Block

Beatmaker Kit gives you everything you need
to take your beats to the next level, whether
you’re making your first track or honing your
technique. Learn finger drumming skills, play
with hundreds of expressive sounds, and
complete your track with a suite of software.
It’s an all-in-one package for making beats,
wherever your musical ideas strike.Lightpad
MLightpad M is the most advanced version of
ROLI’s award-winning Lightpad Block.
Dimpled with 225 micro-keywaves for precise
and expressi...

Loop Block
The Loop Block controls set your tempo,
record loops and play them back, and
quantize your recorded loops so they snap in
time with the tempo. The Block creates
shortcuts to the most popular functions of
music production, so you can spend more
time building amazingly multi-layered tracks
and less time navigating software menus.
Loop Block
ROL0024

RRP: £208.29

Seaboard RISE

Lightpad M
Lightpad M is the updated version of ROLI’s
award-winning Lightpad Block that features
an enhanced tactile surface for additional
expression control.

Lightpad M

RRP: £74.96

Live Block

Beatmaker Kit

Beatmaker Kit

ROL0015

Seaboard RISE 25

ROL0019

RRP: £158.29

Lightpad Block
The Seaboard RISE marks a turning point in the accessibility of Expressive MIDI
products to a broad consumer market. It is the first Expressive MIDI device to offer
an easy-to-use multi-platform synth, the first with an integrated user control panel,
and the first to perform wirelessly with an integrated battery and MIDI over
Bluetooth.

The centrepiece of ROLI BLOCKS, the
modular music studio. On the Block’s pliable,
pressure-sensitive surface you shape sound
through gliding, pressing, lifting and other
intuitive gestures. The surface is a glowing
grid of squares that guides you to make beats
and shape melodies.
Lightpad Block
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Seaboard RISE
ROL0009

ROL0002

RRP: £583.29

RRP: £141.63
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Seaboard RISE 49

Snapcase Duo
Covers, protects, and reinforces two Lightpad
Blocks or one Lightpad Block plus two Live,
Loop or Touch Blocks

The Seaboard RISE 49 is a revolutionary MIDI controller. It remodels the
keyboard as a soft, continuous surface that responds to touch. Playing on its
unique “keywaves,” music-makers shape sound through intuitive movements such
as striking the keywaves, pressing into them, gliding from left to right along them,
or sliding up and down them. A whole new level of expression becomes possible
through the RISE 49’s “Five Dimensions of Touch”. The instrument combines the
expressive depth of an acoustic instrument with the versatility of an electronic
instrument.
Seaboard RISE 49

ROL0025

ROLI Snapcase Duo

ROL0013

RRP: £37.46

RRP: £833.29

Seaboard GRAND
Seaboard GRAND Stage

The Seaboard GRAND is a radically new musical instrument that reimagines the
traditional keyboard. The Seaboard GRAND features gloriously tactile silicon
keywaves that allow you to utilise your muscle memory and keyboard knowledge
to play like any other keyboard instrument and also so much more.
Seaboard GRAND Stage

ROL0001

RRP: £2,333.29

ROL0003

RRP: £83.29

ROL0012

RRP: £29.13

Accessories
Flip Case (Sky)
Flexible, foldable cover for the RISE 25.
Shields the silicone keywave surface from
dust, spills, and damage as well as acting as
a stand. Sky blue colour.

FlipCase (Sky)

Snapcase Solo
Covers, protects, and reinforces a single
Lightpad Block

Snapcase Solo
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